Shoe Covers For Professionals

IRIS

BlueMed - Shoe Covers Made In Canada
Ideal Use : Medical and animal labs, pharmaceutical applications.
The Iris disposable shoe covers provide resistance and superior
barrier protection. Made of a polypropylene fabric coated with
anti-skid polyethylene, they are perfect for cross-contamination
protection. They are designed for typical daily usage in laboratory
or pharmaceutical applications, and stand out with their light blue
color.

Over the years, we have developed
extensive expertise in manufacturing
shoe covers for use in industries
concerned with compliance and
cross-contamination. We design
our products for practicality and

Shoe Cover Expertise

Our experience in manufacturing shoe covers enables us to maintain the delicate balance
between product engineering, production efficiency and cost control. This is what makes
us capable of offering competitive and superior products.

we package them for convenience.

Personalized Shoe Covers

We work with you to select the fabric, form and fit to best suit your requirements and we
can print your personalized design, logo or special message on your shoe covers.

BluemedShoeCovers.com

Benefits
The Iris shoe covers are engineered to endure rigorous wear.
They are waterproof, slip-resistant and strong. Their seamless
bottoms and walls make them non-linting and ideal for
professional work environments.
Versatility and fit
Iris is available in two sizes: Universal and Extra Large. The
Universal size is made to fit most shoe sizes and the Extra Large
size is made for big shoes or work boots.

IRIS
Strong, Waterproof, and Slip-Resistant
Universal
2 Bags
300 units/case
SHS-1408-C

X-Large
2 Bags
240 units/case
SHS-5408-C

Universal
2 Dispenser Boxes
300 units/case
SHS-1408-CB

X-Large
2 Dispenser Boxes
240 units/case
SHS-5408-CB
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WAVE

BlueMed - Shoe Covers Made In Canada
Ideal Use : Medical, dental, pharmaceutical, labs, GMP facilities, and general hygiene.
The Wave disposable shoe covers are made of antistatic polypropylene
fabric and are 100% latex-free. They are excellent for the transitioning
between “clean” and “unclean” areas. These shoe covers are popular
in medical and pharmaceutical environments, GMP facilities,
pre-cleanroom gowning zones, and even in homes.

Packaging
The Wave shoe covers come in many packaging options to accommodate different user
needs. They are available in Easy Open bags, Easy Pull-Out dispenser boxes or Economy
dispenser boxes. The dispenser boxes are convenient and practical for small spaces
such as reception areas or transition zones.

Benefits
The Wave’s high quality fabric and strong welds set them apart from
imported shoe covers. They are constructed with triple-elastic runs that
allow a smooth wrap around the foot in order to prevent tripping.

Easy Open Bags

Versatility and fit
For added convenience, they come in 3 sizes: Universal, Extra Large,
and 2XL. The Universal fits most shoe sizes, whereas the Extra Large fits
bigger shoes, and the 2XL fits bulkier work boots.
The Wave product is also available without the anti-skid print pattern on
the sole.
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Easy Pull-Out Dispenser Box

WAVE
Antistatic Shoe Covers Shown with
Anti-skid Print

Economy Dispenser Box

Universal
6 Dispenser Boxes
600 units/case
SHS-0202-CB

Universal
2 Dispenser Boxes
400 units/case
SHS-0202-MB

X-Large
6 Dispenser Boxes
600 units/case
SHS-4202-CB

X-Large
2 Dispenser Boxes
400 units/case
SHS-4202-MB

2XL
2 Dispenser Boxes
400 units/case
SHS-6202-CB

Universal
3 Bags
300 units/case
SHS-0202-MF

Universal
5 Bags
500 units/case
SHS-0202-5F

Universal
6 Bags
600 units/case
SHS-0202-CF

Universal
10 Bags
1000 units/case
SHS-0202-BF

X-Large
3 Bags
300 units/case
SHS-4202-MF

X-Large
5 Bags
500 units/case
SHS-4202-CF

X-Large
10 Bags
1000 units/case
SHS-4202-BF

2XL
2 Bags
400 units/case
SHS-6202-CF
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BONZO

BlueMed - Shoe Covers
Ideal Use : General protection from liquids, dirt or snow.
The Bonzo shoe covers are a cost-effective solution for general protection against liquids and dirt.
They are made with a CPE (Chlorinated Polyethylene) film that has a textured surface for added
anti-skid properties. The Bonzo line consists of 3 products;

Benefits
These shoe covers are lightweight, economical and waterproof.

Bonzo Econo is a lightweight and economical option for basic
protection. It is ideal for short-term use.

Versatility and fit
The Bonzo Econo and Bonzo White are made to fit most
shoe sizes and can be used on a variety of floors, whereas
the Bonzo HD is adapted for large work or snow boots for the
more demanding applications.

The Bonzo White shoe covers are made with a heavier CPE film
for added resistance. This gives them excellent waterproofing
properties for typical everyday use.
The Bonzo HD shoe covers are made with a high density film
that offers superior strength and resistance. They are designed to
provide the highest protection that is required by professionals.

BONZO Econo
Lightweight, Economical, Short-Term Use
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BONZO White
Resistant and Waterproof

BONZO HD
Ultra Strong and Waterproof
Bonzo Econo

Bonzo White

Bonzo HD

Universal
10 Bags
1000 units/case
SHS-0302

Universal
10 Bags
1000 units/case
SHS-0301

X-Large
5 Bags
500 units/case
SHS-4352
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AZURE Classic

BlueMed - Shoe Covers Made In Canada
Ideal Use : Ultimate protection for labs, technology, medical and pharmaceutical.

Ideal Use : Pharmaceutical, labs and general protection from wet shoes.
The Azure disposable shoe covers are ideal for a high level
of protection. They are made with an SMS fabric coated with
an advanced formula of anti-skid polyethylene. They offer an
absorbent inner layer with an anti-skid and waterproof outer layer.
They stand out with their brillant sky blue color.

The Azure Classic disposable shoe covers are an excellent
choice when protection is a priority. They are made with a
polypropylene fabric, bonded with a non-skid polyethylene
film. The inner layer is absorbent, antistatic and insulating,
while the outer layer is anti-skid and waterproof. These shoe
covers are low linting and stand out with their rich ocean
blue color.

Benefits
Azure combines waterproof and superior anti-skid characteristics
to provide excellent protection against cross-contamination,
especially from fluids and powders.

Benefits
The Azure Classic’s superior durable and waterproof
characteristics offer the ultimate protection against crosscontamination. They are excellent for industries like
pharmaceutical, medical (OR), animal labs, technology, etc.
Versatility and fit
These shoe covers are available in two sizes; Universal or
Extra Large, and they come packaged in bags or dispenser
boxes.

Versatility and fit
The standard Azure product is made with double elastics.
A triple-elastic option (integrated on the sole) is also available.

AZURE Classic
Absorbent on the Inside, Resistant, Anti-skid
and Waterproof on the Outside
Universal
2 Bags
300 units/case
SHS-1402-C
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AZURE

X-Large
2 Bags
240 units/case
SHS-5402-C

Universal
2 Dispenser Boxes
300 units/case
SHS-1402-CB

X-Large
2 Dispenser Boxes
240 units/case
SHS-5402-CB

These shoe covers are available in two sizes; Universal or Extra
Large. The Universal caters to most shoe sizes, and the Extra
Large best fits bigger shoe sizes or bulky work boots.

AZURE
Waterproof, Coated with Advanced Anti-skid Formula.
Shown with Triple-Elastics
Universal
2 Bags
400 units/case
SHS-1412-C

X-Large
2 Bags
300 units/case
SHS-4412-C

Universal
2 Dispenser Boxes
400 units/case
SHS-1412-CB

X-Large
2 Dispenser Boxes
300 units/case
SHS-4412-CB
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COSMIC

BlueMed - Shoe Covers Made In Canada

Ideal Use : Advanced protection on clean floors in labs, GMP, medical or research facilities.

The Cosmic disposable shoe covers are the right choice for
labs, GMP or research facilities that require advanced protection
in a clean environment. Made with a two-layered polypropylene/
polyethylene fabric, they provide water resistance and anti-skid
properties. They are low-linting and white in color.

Ideal Use : Short-term protection for wet, slippery or powdered floors.

The Fresh disposable shoe covers offer excellent value for
short-term usage. They are made of a light weight fabric with an
advanced anti-skid coating reflecting a pearly white color.
Benefits
The Fresh shoe covers have superior anti-skid and waterproofing
properties, providing excellent grip on wet, slippery or powdered
floors.

Benefits
Perfect for clean environments, Cosmic is easy to put on while
offering an excellent foot fit and floor grip.
Versatility and fit
The Cosmic shoe covers are available with double elastics or
triple elastics (integrated on the sole). These shoe covers come
in a Universal size that fits most shoe sizes, and an Extra Large
size for bigger work boots. They are packaged either in bags or
dispenser boxes.

Versatility and fit
The standard Fresh product comes with double elastics. A
triple-elastic option (integrated on the sole) is also available.
These shoe covers come in a Universal or Extra Large size.
The Universal caters to most shoe sizes, and the Extra Large is
recommended for those who wear bulky work boots. They are
packaged either in bags or dispenser boxes.

COSMIC
Water Resistant and Anti-skid.
Shown with Triple-Elastics
Universal
2 Bags
300 units/case
SHS-1501-C
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FRESH

X-Large
2 Bags
300 units/case
SHS-4501-C

Universal
2 Dispenser Boxes
300 units/case
SHS-1501-CB

X-Large
2 Dispenser Boxes
300 units/case
SHS-4501-CB

FRESH
Waterproof and Anti-skid for Short-Term Use.
Shown with Triple-Elastics
Universal
2 Bags
400 units/case
SHS-1401-C

X-Large
2 Bags
400 units/case
SHS-4401-C

Universal
2 Dispenser Boxes
400 units/case
SHS-1401-CB

X-Large
2 Dispenser Boxes
400 units/case
SHS-4401-CB
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LILLY

BlueMed - Shoe Covers Made In Canada
Ideal Use : Contractors, tradesmen, rough floors, farming, industrial, construction sites.

Ideal Use : Large and resistant, perfect for service and industrial professionals.

LILLY
Strong, Protective and Water
Resistant. Shown with
Triple-Elastics

The Lilly disposable shoe covers are designed specifically to
respond to the needs of tradesmen or industries such as steel,
oil and rubber. They are also excellent for contractors such as
plumbers, home-installation technicians or similar professionals
that wear steel-toe boots.
Made with a polypropylene fabric bonded with a textured
polyethylene film, Lilly is highly distinguishable by its vibrant
purple color.

The BigFoot disposable shoe covers offer
a superior level of protection for service or
industrial professionals. They are specially
designed for bigger shoe sizes or work boots.
Benefits
These shoe covers are available in two versions: BigFoot and
BigFoot Pro.

Benefits
These shoe covers offer excellent and reliable protection thanks
to the superior strength and water resistance of their fabric.

BigFoot is made out of a black polypropylene fabric with an antiskid print pattern. It is suited for most needs.

Versatility and fit
The Lilly shoe covers come with double elastics. You can also
choose the triple-elastic option integrated on the sole. They are
available in two sizes; Universal and Extra Large, and come in
either bags or dispenser boxes.

BigFoot Pro is made out of a navy blue heavier fabric and is
designed for the more demanding applications or environments.

Universal
2 Bags
300 units/case
SHS-1417-C
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BIGFOOT

X-Large
2 Bags
240 units/case
SHS-4417-C

Universal
2 Dispenser Boxes
300 units/case
SHS-1417-CB

X-Large
2 Dispenser Boxes
240 units/case
SHS-4417-CB

Except for fabric weight, both versions share the same size,
design and construction.

BIGFOOT
Strong Fabric, Anti-skid, with Triple-Elastics for Perfect Fit
BigFoot
2XL
2 Bags
300 units/case
SHS-6208-CF

BigFoot Pro
2XL
2 Dispenser Boxes
300 units/case
SHS-6208-CB

2XL
2 Bags
200 units/case
SHS-6212-CF

2XL
2 Dispenser Boxes
200 units/case
SHS-6212-CB
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IRIS

WAVE

BONZO

AZURE Classic

AZURE

COSMIC

FRESH

LILLY

BIGFOOT

Medical and animal labs,
pharmaceutical applications

Medical, pharmaceutical, labs,
GMP facilities, general hygiene

Basic, medium and high
liquid protection

Ultimate protection for labs, medical
and pharmaceutical applications

Pharmaceutical, animal/research
labs and protection from wet
shoes

Advanced protection on clean
floors in labs, GMP, medical or
research facilities

Short-term protection for wet,
slippery or powdered floors

Contractors, tradesmen,
rough floors, farming,
industrial, construction sites

Large and resistant, perfect
for service and industrial
professionals

Composition

Polypropylene coated with
anti-skid Polyethylene

Polypropylene

Three different weights of
textured plastic film (CPE)

Polypropylene bonded with
non-skid Polyethylene film

Triple layered SMS coated with
advanced anti-skid formula

Polypropylene coated with
anti-skid Polyethylene film

Polypropylene coated with
advanced anti-skid Polyethylene

Polypropylene bonded with a
textured Polyethylene film

Medium or heavy Polypropylene

Description

Strong and resistant fabric with
good grip

Rich fabric, Triple-elastic

Light, medium or high density
plastic. Good for all floors

Liquid protection,
durable and resistant

Soft, liquid/powder protection,
excellent grip

Medium-soft feel

Soft and excellent grip

Strong and protective fabric,
ideal for work boots

Rich fabric, triple-elastics,
two weight options

✗
✓
✗
✓
✗

✗
✓
✗
✓
✓

✗
✗
✗
✓
✗

Triple-elastics

Triple-elastics

Triple-elastics

Triple-elastics

✗
✓
✗
✗
✗
✗

Size: Universal or X-Large
Packaged in Bags or
Dispenser Boxes
Quantity per case:
400 units for Universal
300 units for XL

Size: Universal or X-Large
Packaged in Bags or
Dispenser Boxes
Quantity per case: 300 units

Size: Universal or X-Large
Packaged in Bags or
Dispenser Boxes
Quantity per case: 400 units

Size: Universal or X-Large
Packaged in Bags or
Dispenser Boxes
Quantity per case:
300 units for Universal
240 units for XL

Ideal Use

Antistatic
Anti-Skid
Hydrophilic
Water resistant
Waterproof
Options

Packaging

✗
✓
✗
✓
✓
✗
Size: Universal or X-Large
Packaged in Bags or Dispenser
Boxes
300 units for Universal
240 units for XL

✓
✓
✗
✗
✗
Without Anti-Skid Print
Size: Universal, X-Large or 2XL
Packaged in Bags; Dispenser
Boxes or Economy Dispenser
Boxes
Quantity per case: 300, 400, 500,
600 or 1000 units

✗
✓
✗
✓
✓
✗
Size: Universal or X-Large
Packaged in Bags
Quantity per case:
1000 units (Econo and White)
500 units (HD)

✓
✓
✓ (inside)
✓ (outside)
✓ (outside)
✗
Size: Universal or X-Large
Packaged in Bags or
Dispenser Boxes
Quantity per case:
300 units for Universal
240 units for XL

✗
✓
✓ (inside)
✓ (outside)
✓ (outside)

Size: 2XL
Packaged in Bags or
Dispenser Boxes
Quantity per case:
300 units (BigFoot)
200 units (BigFoot Pro)
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